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ABSTRACT. In the evolutionary approach to the repeated prisoner’s dilemma,
strategies spread in populations of emulating and experimenting agents through
the principle of survival of the fittest. Although no pure strategy is evolutionar-
ily stable in such populations, the processes of differential strategy propagation
provide a promising area of study. This paper employs computer simulations to
uncover how these processes govern the oscillating and open-ended evolution of
alternative forms of behaviour. Certain ‘ecological’ relationships between import-
ant strategy types which are found to be responsible for these behavioural shifts
are explored.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there has been a great proliferation of the literature
exploring the interaction and learning processes in populations of
boundedly-rational agents playing the repeated prisoner’s dilemma
(RPD, Figure 1). This literature seeks to understand how the evolu-
tion of different types of behaviour in these populations is affected
by the prevailing conditions of interaction and learning. A number of
studies have shown that in a variety of environments, conditionally
cooperative strategies such as TIT-FOR-TAT (TFT)1 can spread due
to their ability to achieve high payoffs with other cooperative play-
ers whilst resisting the exploitation through defecting strategies.2

Other studies have illustrated the conditions favouring the spread of
defecting behaviour at the expense of reciprocal cooperation (Hirsh-
leifer and Martinez Coll, 1988; Nachbar, 1992).

While we now have a good understanding of the conditions which
facilitate the initial evolution of alternative forms of behaviour in
the game, theoretical work in this area has demonstrated that no
strategy can be evolutionarily stable in the RPD. Once a population
has converged on a certain strategy, that strategy can resist inva-
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Figure 1. The prisoner’s dilemma. The game’s four outcomes are denoted here
ascc for mutual cooperation,dd for mutual defection (symmetric outcomes) and
dc as well ascd for unilateral exploitation by one player (asymmetric outcomes).
The payoffs obeyT > R > P > S and 2R > T + S.

sion by alternative forms of behaviour only if any such alternative
behaviour will yield strictly lower payoffs upon spreading in the
population (Maynard-Smith, 1982). It has been shown that there
exists no pure strategy that conforms to this requirement for the
basic RPD, i.e. in the absence of agent mistakes or strategy com-
plexity cost (Boyd and Lorberbaum, 1987; Farrell and Ware, 1989).
For any pure strategys, it is always possible to envisage a distinct
alternative strategy which in any number displays indistinguishable
behaviour in ans-population but can be triggered into differential
behaviour patterns by a third strategy. Since agents following such
a strategy receive payoffs identical to those of indigenous players, it
may randomly spread in the population though a process known as
drift and eventually open the door for the invasion of a third strategy.

This result leads us to expect the learning processes in popula-
tions of game-playing agents to successively generate alternative
forms of behaviour. Much of the work produced in the wake of this
realisation has concentrated on identifying the additional conditions
necessary to establish evolutionary stability in this scenario.3 While
this work has produced some promising results, it is argued here
that a number of interesting questions remain to be addressed in the
context of the basic game in the absence of evolutionary stability.
Little is yet known about the processes of learning and interaction
which propagate alternative strategies and the conditions which in
turn influence them. However, a deeper understanding of these may
provide important clues about the evolution of behaviour in many
realistic settings. The current study is designed to investigate these
dynamic processes of differential strategy propagation. In particular,
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the paper addresses two specific issues. The first concerns the type
of strategy a population is capable of converging upon. While some
strategies are known to be capable of spreading in populations, it is
unclear which members of any particular class of strategy are gener-
ally capable of sustaining the population’s temporary convergence.
The second issue concerns the process of change once convergence
on a particular strategy has been reached. More needs to be es-
tablished about how long these strategies can sustain convergence,
what processes can cause populations to shift between alternative
such strategies, and how often these changes will occur. This paper
attempts to provide answers to the questions by examining the inter-
relations between certain strategy types which are found to govern
the shifts in a population’s convergence on alternative forms of be-
haviour. In keeping with biological terminology, the termecologyis
used here to describe these relationships. Moreover, the additional
factors influencing these relationships are identified and discussed.
In the next section, the model employed in the this study is outlined.
Section 3 reports the study’s results. Sensitivity tests of the results
are discussed in Section 4. Concluding comments are offered in
Section 5.

2. THE MODEL

The results of the study were generated by the computer simulation
of the following model of agent learning and interaction in the RPD.
The high levels of stochasticity and non-linearity inherent in evolu-
tionary models of the kind developed here may hamper theoretical
analysis and motivate the use of the computer simulation technique
in the present context. In addition, the computer is ideally suited
for simulating and monitoring the processes of strategy propagation
explored in this paper as they unfold (Simon, 1981). The model
consists of a population of twenty-one agents which are repeatedly
paired to play two-hundred rounds of the RPD with the payoffs
T = 1,R = 0.6,P = 0.2,S = 0. As in previous studies, the agents
are assumed to have bounded memory and rationality. Here, they
are restricted to employ game strategies with a one-round memory
which map the outcome of any one round of a game into the con-
cerned agent’s subsequent move. In the first round of any game,
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Table 1. Representation of TFT as a
five-bit binary string. In every round, the
relevant bit activated by the currently pre-
vailing condition determines the agent’s
move according to its bit values as 0 for
defection and 1 for cooperation.

Bit number Condition TFT-bits

1 first round 1

2 last rounddd 0

3 last rounddc 1

4 last roundcd 0

5 last roundcc 1

agents execute an unconditional opening move. The strategies are
encoded as five-bit binary strings on which 0 corresponds to de-
fection, and 1 to cooperation. The five bits respectively represent
a strategy’s first unconditional move as well as subsequent moves
responding to the four possible previous outcomesdd, dc, cd and
cc (see Table 1). In this system, there exist 25 = 32 possible strings,
which are listed in Table 2. These strings correspond to the thirty-
two possible one-state Moore machines used in other studies (Bin-
more and Samuelson, 1992; Linster, 1992). Since some of these
strings encode identical behaviour, they express a total of twenty-six
distinct pure one-round memory game strategies.4

Agent learning in the model is implemented using a version of the
Genetic Algorithm (GA). The GA is a computational search heur-
istic which utilises operators modelled on natural evolution, such
as mutation and crossover, to ‘breed’ increasingly efficient solu-
tions to a given computational problem (Holland, 1992). GAs can
be used to generate selection pressure within populations of game
strategies based on the payoffs they afford in their mutual encounters
(Axelrod, 1987; Miller, 1988). It is argued that the resulting co-
adaptive process propagates strategies much in the same way a pop-
ulation of learning, boundedly-rational players would. In particular,
the crossover and mutation operators the GA utilises can be seen as
working analogously to experimental and emulative learning efforts
often associated with bounded rationality.
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Table 2. List and descriptions of all 32 five-bit binary strings.

String no. String Description of strategy

1 00000 d every move (ALL-D)

2 00001 d every move (ALL-D)

3 00010 d every move (ALL-D)

4 00011 d every move (ALL-D)

5 00100 d, thenc only afterdc

6 00101 d, thenc after asymmetric,d after symmetric outcomes

8 00111 d until opponentc, thenc every move (REVERSE TRIGGER)

9 01000 d, thend after asymmetric,c after symmetric outcomes

11 01010 d, then opposite of opponent

12 01011 d, thend only afterdc

13 01100 d, then alternate moves

14 01101 d, thend only aftercd

15 01110 d, thend only aftercc

16 01111 d once, thenc every move

17 10000 c once, thend every move

18 10001 c until opponentd, thend every move (TRIGGER)

19 10010 c, thenc only aftercd

20 10011 c every move (ALL-C)

21 10100 c, thenc only afterdc

22 10101 c, then mimics opponent’s previous move (TFT)

23 10110 c, thenc after asymmetric,d after symmetric outcomes

24 10111 c every move (ALL-C)

25 11000 c, thenc only afterdd

26 11001 c, thend after asymmetric,c after symmetric outcomes

27 11010 c, then opposite of opponent

28 11011 c every move (ALL-C )

29 11100 c, then alternate moves

30 11101 c, thend only aftercd

31 11110 c, thend only aftercc

32 11111 c every move (ALL-C)
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The simulation of the model begins with the random selection of
the initial population from the set of the thirty-two possible five-bit
binary strings. For each of the subsequent generations of the simu-
lation, players are matched for interaction in a round-robin tourna-
ment in which each agent plays every other agent in the population.
Each agent is attributed a fitness score as the total payoff over the
total number of rounds played in all its games. At the end of all
the interactions of one generation, the GA is initiated to alter the
composition of the population towards fitter strategies in the fol-
lowing way: half of the population are selected randomly as learn-
ing players. For each selected agent, another agent is chosen using
roulette-wheel selection, a partly random selection process which is
biased towards high fitness (see Goldberg, 1989, p. 63). A crossover
operator is initiated that recombines both agents’ strings using a
randomly-determined crossover point. Next, each bit in the resulting
recombined strings are subjected to mutation. The mutation rate was
set to 0.001, or a 0.1 percentage chance of reversal from 0 to 1 or
vice versa for each bit in the population. For a population of twenty-
one five-bit strings, this translates into an average of just over one
mutation every ten generations. Once the process is complete for all
learners, one string resulting from each crossover and mutation pro-
cess is selected randomly to replace the concerned learning agent’s
string and the next generation begins.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The software used for the simulation of this model was written by
the author in PASCAL and executed on a Pentium PC. Due to the
stochastic attributes of the GA, successive simulations starting from
identical initial conditions generate distinct results. The following
discussion is based on one particular simulation trial which exhib-
its results typical for numerous simulations of the model that were
carried out and observed.5

The general behaviour of a population can be summarised in the
path of the mean of its members’ individual average payoffs per
round over the generations of the simulation. This mean fitness is de-
noted here byU . Since the present payoffs obey 2R > T +S > 2P ,
the path ofU is bounded byR = 0.6 andP = 0.2, corresponding to
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Figure 2. (a) representation of selected strings, (b) population average payoff over
the 4000 generations of the simulation.

universal cooperation and defection in the population respectively.
Figure 2b depicts such a path for a simulation of the present model.

The analysis of the path ofU reveals that the population spends
much of the simulation converged or near convergence on two be-
havioural attractors, universal mutual defection and cooperation re-
spectively. The attractors are associated with the minimum (P ) and
maximum (R) possible values forU . Other types of behavioural
convergence are not in evidence.

The figure reveals also that the population’s convergence on either
attractor is transitory. Temporary deviations from, as well as peri-
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odic shifts between, the attractors occur. First, temporary deviations
from both the attractors are visible in the fuzziness of the path of
U around the values of 0.2 and 0.6 respectively. This represents the
experimental adoption of differential behaviour by some individuals
in an otherwise converged population. Ultimately, the previous con-
verged state becomes re-established when the new strategies fail to
generate success. Secondly, the plot reveals permanent departures
from the attractors that eventually lead to convergence on the al-
ternative one. In the figure, these instances are visible as the roughly
vertical lines connecting the sections of the path ofU around the val-
ues of 0.2 and 0.6 respectively. These instances represent the emer-
gence of alternative forms of behaviour for which the conditions are
sufficiently favourable to spread among the entire population.

While the behaviour of the population’s payoff path displays evol-
utionary instability commensurate with the theory, it sheds little
light on the processes which are responsible for the attractor shifts.
However, data relating to the representation of the individual strategy
types in the population reveal a set of ecological relationships between
certain strategy types which provide an explanation for the shifts.
The next section concentrates on the ecological processes that gen-
erate the evolution of cooperation. In Section 3.2, the evolution of
defection is examined in detail.

3.1. The evolution of cooperation

Figure 2b shows that universal mutual cooperation evolves in the
simulation on four separate occasions out of the population’s con-
vergence on mutual defection. Figure 2a depicts the changing rep-
resentation of three ecologically important classes of strings over the
course of the simulation. These classes include ALL-D (all strings
exhibiting the sub-string 000∗∗), the conditional cooperators TFT
and TRIGGER6 (10∗01), as well as the class consisting of the ex-
ploitable ‘naive’ cooperators ALL-C (all strings with 1∗∗11), and
strings 26 and 30 respectively.7 The last two of these families com-
prise all members of Axelrod’s (1984) class of nice8 strategies which
the current agent representation allows. The figure illustrates that in
each of these four instances, the arrival of an individual conditional
cooperator initiates the emergence of cooperative behaviour. In par-
ticular, these instances demonstrate two avenues through which the
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Figure 3. The representation of selected strings during an attractor shift fromdd

to cc between generations 3365 and 3400.

evolution of cooperation occurs. To begin with, on two occasions,
around generations 1675 and 2546, thedd-attractor is supported
exclusively by ALL-D-players. In both these latter instances, indi-
vidual TRIGGER-players emerge through mutation, and persist for
some generations despite their slightly inferior fitness. An ALL-D-
player exploits a TRIGGER-opponent in round one of an encounter,
after which continuous mutual defection ensues. The subsequent ar-
rival of further conditional cooperators through mutation then raises
the fitness of TRIGGER relative to ALL-D in both instances and
allows it to spread in the population at the expense of ALL-D. In this
way, clusters of conditional cooperators such as TRIGGER and TFT
may jointly invade an ALL-D-population due to the high payoffs
they score against each other while resisting exploitation through
ALL-D.

The second avenue for the evolution of cooperation is illustrated
in Figure 3, which presents a snapshot of the simulation depicted
in Figure 2, taken between generations 3365 and 3400. Initially,
the population is converged on the ALL-D strategy. In generation
3372, a small proportion of agents begin to experiment with the RE-
VERSE TRIGGER-strategy (string 8). REVERSE TRIGGER de-
fects until a single cooperative act of its opponent triggers its own
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continuous, unconditional cooperation. Since this strategy would
defect continuously in a game against an ALL-D-player, agents fol-
lowing REVERSE TRIGGER may coexist neutrally and randomly
spread in an ALL-D population through drift. The effects of drift
become apparent in generation 3374, when the experimentation of
one agent with the TRIGGER-strategy affords immediate high pay-
offs and causes it to spread to convergence in the population. A
TRIGGER-player scores the maximum payoffT against REVERSE
TRIGGER-players in every round after the first.

3.2. The evolution of defection

The plot in Figure 2 reveals that the evolution of cooperation in
the present simulation is also temporary. In the simulation, mutual
defection arises out of the population’s convergence oncc on three
separate occasions. After the evolution of reciprocal cooperation
through the initial spread of TRIGGER, mutation causes the emer-
gence of other nice strategies, which display identical behaviour to
indigenous agents in a TRIGGER-population. In generation 1101,
approximately two-thirds of the population have drifted towards the
ALL-C-strategy. Generation 2309 has a population entirely com-
posed of players using strings 26 and 30. In generation 3315, ALL-
C achieves a representation of about 68%, with only a quarter of
players playing TRIGGER and TFT. The consequences of drift for
reciprocal cooperation brought on by the spread of ALL-C are vis-
ible in Figure 4. The figure contains a snapshot of the simulation
between generations 3271 and 3371 with the representation of se-
lected strings. As can be seen in the figure, if drift causes enough of
the population to adopt naive nice strategies, then individual ALL-
Ds arising by mutation can spread rapidly and overturn the attractor.
As in each of the other instances, the emergence of a single mutant
ALL-D-player causes the convergence oncc to shift towardsdd.
The invader’s ability to exploit naive cooperators such as ALL-C
and strings 26 and 30 yields a great fitness advantage that leads to
its ultimate spread to convergence.
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Figure 4. The representation of selected strings during an attractor shift fromcc

to dd between generations 3271 and 3371.

4. ADDITIONAL COMPUTATIONAL TESTS

It is widely acknowledged that the results of computer simulations
can be sensitive to changes in the initial conditions (Hirshleifer and
Martinez Coll, 1988; Nachbar, 1992; Hoffmann, 1996). Suitable
sensitivity tests are conducted by repeatedly simulating the model
under alternative parametric assumptions. A series of such tests car-
ried out for the present simulation revealed the robustness of the res-
ults reported here for reasonable ranges in the values of the model’s
parameters. The results were seen to be robust with respect to muta-
tion rates between 0.001 and 0.01, to the use of uniform9 mutation,
population sizes between 21 and 51 as well as populations exclud-
ing multiple strings representing the same strategy (see Section 2).
In all cases, alternative parameter values merely caused predictable
quantitative changes in the frequency of attractor shifts and length
of individual behavioural epochs while the responsible ecological
processes were still in evidence. For example, the analysis of the
present population under alternative mutation rates yielded a num-
ber of interesting insights into the factors which govern both the
quantity and nature of the attractor shifts observed. Figure 5 presents
average payoff paths for two simulations with mutation rates of
0.005 and 0.01 respectively. Inspection of the figures reveals that
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Figure 5. Population average payoffs for simulations with mutation rates of (a)
0.005 and (b) 0.01.

these higher mutation rates generate both a greater frequency of
attractor shifts as well as longer periods away from convergence.
This apparent effect of the mutation rate on attractor selection in
the population makes intuitive sense. The mutation parameter gov-
erns the introduction of innovation to the learning processes in the
population (Miller, 1996) which, in turn, governs the emergence
of strategies in a converged population capable of causing an at-
tractor shift. Conversely, in unconverged populations, higher muta-
tion rates will slow the process leading to behavioural convergence
by continuously introducing novelty to a converging population.
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Figure 6. Population average payoffs for simulations without (a) ALL-D amd (b)
TRIGGER and TFT.

In addition to the sensitivity tests, simulations were carried out to
verify the explanations developed earlier for successive population
convergences on different behaviours. In these additional simula-
tions, the hypothesised role of an individual strategy type was tested
by observing population behaviour when it is not allowed to exist.
The exclusion mechanism turned any emerging barred string into
a randomly-chosen legal one. Average payoff paths for four such
simulations are presented in Figures 6 and 7. In these simulations,
the roles of certain strategy types in (1) establishing an attractor and
(2) generating an attractor shift were explored. First, simulations
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Figure 7. Population average payoffs for simulations without (a) ALL-C, strings
26 and 30 and (b) strings with 001∗∗.

were run without the ALL-D strings 000** as well as 10000 to
investigate the role of ALL-D in generating convergence ondd.10

In these simulations, cooperation emerges and proves to be stable
with intermittent temporary deviations from thecc-path (see Figure
6a). The deviations are caused by drift towards naive cooperators
and subsequent invasion of defecting strategies other than ALL-
D. Convergence on mutual conditional cooperation is reestablished
when these strategies fail to spread. This simulation confirms that
out of the current set of strategies, only ALL-D is capable of sus-
taining convergence ondd. The converse scenario obtained in extra
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simulations under the exclusion of TFT and TRIGGER, which gen-
erated convergence only on mutual defection (see Figure 6b). In
convergence ondd, agents adopted other forms of behaviour tem-
porarily before reverting to ALL-D-strings. These departures were
again associated with defecting populations drifting towards poten-
tially cooperative coexisting strategies such as REVERSE TRIG-
GER. Other strategies which arise and benefit from the presence
of these ultimately fail to spread and the population eventually re-
turns to mutual defection. These simulations indicate that in the
present model, only TRIGGER and TFT are capable of supporting
the population’s convergence on mutual cooperation.

The departures from behavioural convergence in the simulations
are explained by the emergence and spread of strategies able to neut-
rally coexist in the converged population. Additional simulations
were carried out in order to support this explanation for both types
of attractor. In one set of simulations, the naive cooperators ALL-C
as well as strings 26 and 30 were excluded from the simulation pop-
ulation. This simulation generated both cooperation and defection
to emerge (Figure 7a). However, once established, the convergence
on TRIGGER and TFT proved to be permanent. This simulation
confirms the role of naive cooperators able to coexist and dilute con-
ditional cooperation in the eventual evolution of defection. When
naive cooperators are not allowed to exist, defecting behaviours are
unable to get a foothold in a reciprocating population. Conversely,
simulations conducted disallowing strategies capable of coexisting
with ALL-D (i.e., strategies with 001∗∗) displayed the enhanced sta-
bility of defecting behaviour (see Figure 7b). Once mutual defection
is established in the population, cooperation can evolve only through
cluster invasion. These simulations confirm the role of neutrally
coexisting strategies in the shifts between alternative attractors.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The results of the simulations reported in this paper reveal that in
the current RPD, only ALL-D, TRIGGER and TFT are capable
of supporting the population’s convergence. In the current set of
strategies, they share the unique feature of being best replies to
themselves. In Maynard Smith’s term, they are the only present
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strategies conforming to the criterion of neutral stability (Maynard-
Smith, 1982). Other strategies cannot spread to convergence since
superior replies to themselves would enjoy increasing payoffs as
these strategies spread. However, even populations that are con-
verged on strategies which do constitute their own best replies are
liable to be undermined by driftif alternative best replies exist. In
particular, TRIGGER and TFT can be undermined by the spread of
naive nice strategies, while ALL-D is prone to invasion by poten-
tially cooperative members of the class of strings with 00∗∗∗, which
never cooperate first. Following Axelrod’s (1984) definition of nice
strategies, this latter class may be termed ‘nasty’.

In addition to uncovering the ecological relationship responsible
for attractor shifts, the simulations have identified the influence of
certain conditions of learning on these processes. Specifically, it has
been found that the GA’s mutation rate governs the length of time
an attractor can sustain convergence or conversely the incidence
of attractor shifts. This result has interesting implications insofar
as the mutation parameter may be interpreted as a metaphor for
experimental learning.
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NOTES

1. TFT-players cooperate in the first round of any game and subsequently repeat
their opponent’s previous move.

2. The evolution of cooperation has been reported in simulations using altern-
ative assumptions concerning agent learning dynamics (Axelrod, 1984, 1987;
Miller, 1988; Linster, 1992; Fogel 1993), agent strategy restrictions (Lindgren,
1992; Lomborg, 1996), initial simulation populations (Lomborg, 1996), agent
matching structures (Nowak and May, 1992; Hoffmann, 1999) and noise in
strategy transmission (Lomborg, 1996; Miller, 1996).

3. Two such avenues have been explored in the theoretical literature. Sugden
(1986) as well as Boyd (1989) formulate evolutionary stable strategies that can
generate cooperative behaviour when agents are assumed to make mistakes in
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playing their strategies. Noise in strategy transmission may unmask an altern-
ative strategy which coexists in a population by randomly activating the latent,
differential traits the invader must possess. The resulting fitness differentials
would generate a selection process between the two strategies and eradicate
drift. Binmore and Samuelson (1992) investigate evolutionary stability when
agents incur an additional negative payoff on the basis of the complexity of
their strategy, which reflects mental effort. Complexity cost may generate fit-
ness differentials between indigenous strategies and coexisting invaders by
taxing the existence of unused behavioural traits.

4. In the present system, there are four strings that express the ALWAYS DE-
FECT (ALL-D) strategy and four which express the ALWAYS COOPERATE
(ALL-C) strategy. The reason is that some strings have certain characterist-
ics which make other traits they possess inaccessible. For example, the trait
“defect in round 1 and always defect after own previous defection” prevents
the trait “cooperate after previous own cooperation” from being activated, yet
both may belong to the same string.

5. Although this approach involves a certain amount of discretion on the part of
the experimenter, it seems the appropriate way to proceed in this context. It is
not clear how to aggregate partly qualitative data of the sort the simulation of
this model generates over a series of trials.

6. This latter strategy cooperates until a single act of defection by its opponent
triggers its own continuous defection for the remainder of the game.

7. The symbol∗ denotes unspecified bits.
8. These are defined as strategies which never defect first in any game.
9. This alternative mutation scheme turns a mutating strategy into a randomly-

chosen alternative one rather than manipulating its make-up (see Linster, 1992).
10. In long games, where the impact of individual rounds on average payoffs is

diminished, the string 10000 always defects to all intents and purposes.
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